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IJCLM subscribes to a broad understanding of complexity in
leadership, governance, management and organisational
dynamics. Its explores how various concepts such as
complexity, nonlinearity, consciousness, intrinsic intelligence,
collective intelligence, connectivity, autopoiesis, adaptation,
diversity, self-organisation, emergence, dissipation, edge of
chaos, butterfly effect and sustainability may help generate
new effective leadership, governance and management
theories, strategies and practices. It also explores how such
fresh mindsets and strategic nonlinear thinking may
become an integral part of all innovative and competitive
organisations, economies and nations.
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Topics covered include:
• New theoretical comprehension, associated
issues and strategies
• Empirical research in frameworks and
practices
• Case studies of human systems
• Theoretical discourse of various theories
• Complexity lens/metaphors and their usage
• Complexity adaptive dynamics,
complexity/intelligence-centric processes
• Particular sectors/activities
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• Leadership at the edge of chaos/rugged
landscape
• Leadership sensitive to initial input,
innovation and creativity
• Nonlinear intelligence/thinking, knowledge
management, organisational learning
• Complexity/intelligence mindset, intelligence
paradigm automation
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